Leading edge topography of blades - a critical review
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Abstract

In turbomachinery, their blade leading edges are critical to performance and therefore fuel efficiency, emission, noise, running and maintenance costs. Leading edge damage and therefore roughness is either caused by subtractive processes such as foreign object damage (bird strikes and debris ingestion) and erosion (hail, rain droplets, sand particles, dust, volcanic ash and cavitation) and additive processes such as filming (from dirt, icing, fouling, insect build-up). Therefore, this review focuses on the changes in topography induced by during service to blade leading edges and the effect of roughness and form on performance and efforts to predict and model these changes. The applications considered are focused on wind, gas and tidal turbines and turbofan engines. Repair and protection strategies for leading edges of blades are also reviewed. The review shows additive processes are typically worse than subtractive processes, as the roughness or even form change is significant with icing and biofouling. Antagonism is reported between additive and subtractive roughness processes. There are gaps in the current understanding of the additive and subtractive processes that influence roughness and their interaction. Recent work paves the way forward where modelling and machine learning is used to predict coated wind turbine blade leading edge delamination and the effects this has on aerodynamic performance and what changes in blade angle would best capture the available wind energy with such damaged blades. To do this generically there is a need for better understanding of the environment that the blades see and the variation along their length, the material or coated material response to additive and/or subtractive mechanisms and thus the roughness/form evolution over time. This is turn would allow better understanding of the effects these changes have on aerodynamic/ hydrodynamic efficiency and the population of stress raisers and distribution of residual stresses that result. These in turn influence fatigue strength and remaining useful life of the blade leading edge as well as inform maintenance/repair needs.

1. Introduction

In open and enclose turbomachinery (both axial and radial machines), the shape and roughness of the leading edge of the blades is critical to their performance, which includes fuel efficiency, emissions, noise, and operating and maintenance costs. Machines most effected are in the power generation, sustainable energy, aerospace sectors and marine propulsion. Leading edge damage and therefore roughness is typically caused by subtractive processes such as foreign object damage (bird strikes and debris ingestion) and erosion (hail, rain droplets, sand particles, dust, volcanic ash and cavitation) and additive processes such as filming (from dirt, icing, fouling, insect build-up) and is a recognised issue for wind turbines, turbomachinery and rotorcraft. Examples of wind turbine leading edge erosion over a range of years in service are shown in Figure 1. If the subtractive processes are severe, the form (geometry) of the leading edge can also be lost (flattened) and stresses in the blade increased thereby shortening the life of the blade.
The fuel burn data from an aeroengine test with eroded and redressed fan blades has recently been made available. Based on the combined effect of the different degrees in efficiency loss across the engine cycle, a 1% increase in fuel burn was seen due to erosion of the leading edges [3]. If this erosion can be eliminated and by using typical flight data from USA mainland and regional commercial carriers then fuel savings between 80M and 100M gal per year and drops in emissions by 750 M to 1B kg CO₂ pa and 700 M to 1B kg NOx pa are predicted [4], see Figure 2.

For rotorcraft, significant rain erosion of the leading edges occurs even at subsonic speeds [5]. Loss of initial surface roughness and subsequent loss of profile directly affects the aerodynamic efficiency and thus power generation, lift and thrust. Roughening or changing the form (profile) of the leading edge will increase the overall lifetime cost by increasing performance losses, emissions (increased fuel consumption due to reduced aerodynamic efficiency), and reduced system life and increased maintenance requirements. A related knock-on effect is increased noise and vibration caused by leading edge erosion in turbomachinery and rotorcraft. For turbofans the issue is twofold: buzz saw noise produced at take-off and broad band fan noise. Leading edge erosion also increases the risk of unstable vibrations (‘blade flutter’).
To control roughness and profile form of the leading edge, technologies such as surface engineering are used. Such solutions involve functionally graded surfaces or coatings to protect the leading edge. Other technologies such as flow control methods, either passive [6] or active [7], are also being investigated to improve the aerodynamic performance of wind turbine aerofoils that suffer increased surface roughness. A passive flow control device, termed as leading edge protuberance, has gained attention [8] in recent years. There is research that shows that leading edge protuberances can significantly improve the aerodynamic performance [9-11]. Such designs are based on biomimetic approaches such as Fish et al. [12-14] who found that humpback whales with a tubercled pectoral flipper became highly maneuverable while Miklosovic et al. [15] show that the tubercles on the pectoral flipper model can increase the stall angle and also achieve a higher lift coefficient and a lower drag coefficient at larger attack angles. Considerable research is now focused on leading edge protuberances, as a passive control method to improve the performance of hydrodynamic or aerodynamic bodies, such as aerofoils, wind turbine blades, propellers, rudders, and hydrofoils [16].

As discussed above the efficient working of the turbine stage of an aeroengine depends on the kinematics and dynamics of fluid flow through the channels between the blades. Conversion of energy from one form to another and its efficiency in each turbine stage depends, among other things, on the roughness and geometric shape of blades.

With the development of detection and sensing technology, fast and accurate inspection of the leading edge of turbine blades has become possible. The geometric accuracy of these blades can be verified using both contact coordinate measuring machines (CMM) [17-19] for objects with free-form surfaces [20, 21], and non-contact coordinate measuring methods using measuring arms [17, 22], as well as phase measurement profilometry [23]. The selection of a suitable probe radius correction method for coordinate measurements that can be applied to turbine blades is presented by Kawaleo et al [24] based on Bézier curves. Recently, computer vision has been used to detect damage features in images of the leading edge taken by cameras carried by drones which were stitched together to produce 3D reconstructions [25]. This process is also referred to as "Structure in Motion" (SfM) [26], which is useful for large-scale or applications in difficult-to-access locations such as wind turbines. It should be noted that most of the measurement systems are for form only and cannot obtain roughness/features at the micrometer level. Where surface roughness evaluation is critical, replicas or portable surface roughness devices can be used for these more detailed surface topography measurements.

Therefore, the scope of this review paper will focus on the topography induced by material responses and propagation of roughness to leading edges of turbomachinery blades. The paper is structured in two parts 1) additive/subtractive processes and the effect of this roughness change on performance and efforts to predict and model these changes; and 2) applications mainly focused on turbofan engines, gas and steam turbines, wind turbines, marine current turbines and marine propellers. Therefore, this paper has not included roughness / texturing effects of other parts of the blade.

2. Processes that effect roughness of leading edges

2.1. Additive processes

The additive process is caused by the adherence of dirt to blades/ aerofoils surfaces, especially around the leading edges. Insects, icing and particles like smoke, oil mists, carbon, and sea salts are most typical examples [27]. Due to the accumulation of contaminants on the leading edge of the blades/ aerofoils, the build-up of material leads to an increase in surface roughness and to some extent alters the shape of the aerofoil (if the material builds up to form a thicker deposition layer). As a results of the increased roughness, significant losses in power output and stall behaviour have been reported for wind turbines [28] and marine current turbines [29], and performance deterioration for compressor rotor [27].

2.1.1. Icing
Turbomachinery operating in cold regions or at high altitudes often face icing problems, especially during winter operation. The most typical atmospheric icing types are in-cloud, precipitation and frost icing [30-32].

In-cloud icing occurs when supercooled water droplets hit a surface below 0°C and freeze on impact. The droplet temperature can be as low as -30°C, but due to their size, they do not freeze in air. Accretion of ice exhibits different sizes, shapes and properties based on the number of water droplets in the air (liquid water content - LWC) and their size (median volume diameter - MVD), temperature, wind speed, duration and collection efficiency. The density of accreted ice ranges from low (soft rime) over medium (hard rime) to high (glaze). Soft rime is represented by thin ice with needle and flake shapes. This type of icing with low density and low adhesion occurs when the temperature is far below 0°C together with low LWC and MVD. The hard rime formed under higher MVD and LWC conditions has a higher density and is more difficult to remove. Glazing occurs when a portion of a droplet does not freeze on impact, instead they flow across the surface and subsequently freeze. It is usually associated with precipitation and results in a very dense and adherent glaze [33]. The types of in-cloud icing as a function of wind speed and air temperature are shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3 Type of in-cloud icing as a function of wind speed and air temperature [34]](image)

Precipitation icing can result from wet snow or freezing rain, which may accrete at a much higher rate and cause more damage than in-cloud icing. Wet snow refers to slightly liquid snow at air temperature between 0°C to -3°C. Removing wet snow from the surface is easy, but removal will become very difficult when the surface is frozen. Icing from freezing rain often occurs during inversion, when rain falls on a surface at a temperature below 0°C. Both the density and adhesion are high with this type of icing. Frost occurs when water vapor cures directly on a cool surface. It often occurs during light winds, and the adhesion can be very strong. An example of icing on a wind turbine blade are show in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
2.1.2. Insects

Early studies of atmospheric insect populations were conducted to sample and identify flying insect species in the 100m above ground region of southern Great Britain [36]. The most prominent species found under these conditions were aphids and drosophila melanogaster, commonly known as the fruit fly. Lift and drag coefficients of the wings of such insects along with insect rupture velocity ($V_{rup} = 10.8$ m/s) were estimated by later aerodynamic studies [37, 38]. According to a recent study by Voigt, a single turbine located in the temperate zone of Germany might kill about 40 million insects per year [39]. However, studies of insect populations worldwide and at various altitudes have not been extensively reported in entomological literature [40].

Insects prefer to fly in conditions of high air humidity, low wind speed and temperatures above about 10°C [41]. In these conditions, numerous insects impact wind turbine blade leading edges, streaks of liquid and the remnants of crushed insect bodies adhere to the surface of the blade surface, resulting in increased roughness. Insect roughness is considered to be randomly distributed roughness and usually affects blades within the first 15% of the chord [42]. Insect roughness appears heavily depend on the rain frequency, that extreme insect roughness in Figure 6 (a) was captured after four dry months, whereas the sparse insect roughness in Figure 6 (b) was observed after one rainy month (5.4 in of rain) [42].
According to Coleman [45], a low estimate for the height of excrescences left by fruit flies or house flies is around $330\mu m$. While the maximum height from large or accumulated insects could reach $750\mu m$ to $1370\mu m$ for different turbines [45, 46]. The boundary layer is negatively affected by the increased roughness, that local flow separation and transition from laminar to turbulent may occur, if the residual debris thickness exceeds the boundary layer critical height [47]. Another experimental study found the surface roughness has a significant influence on the amount of haemolymph from spreading on surface after impact, and that rough coated surfaces ($Ra = 4.91 \mu m$ and $5.26 \mu m$ ) showed less effective adhesion compared to the smoother coated surface ($Ra = 0.24 \mu m$) [48].

2.1.3. Marine biofouling

Marine fouling is the accumulation of microorganisms and microbes on submerged surfaces, leading to negative impacts in economic, environmental or safety-related issues. Surface roughness generated by marine fouling will increases the drag resistance and poses a performance risk to any long-term marine application whose performance depends on boundary layer hydrodynamics (e.g., vessel drag) [49]. It is a worldwide problem in marine systems, costing the US Navy alone an estimated $1 billion a year [50]. According to [51], more than 4000 species of fouling organisms have been identified worldwide. Of these, barnacles are one of the main sources of macro-organisms and probably also the one that causes the most problems. Once they seize the opportunity to attach to the hull of a ship or any other surface in the marine environment, they form a calcareous matrix wall around their soft body (shell) [52].
The evolution of marine biofouling organisms and changes in their morphology and size over time are shown in Figure 7. Biofouling of turbine rotor blades increases the surface roughness, and the increased roughness will alter the flow field near the blade surface (i.e., the boundary layer). At moderate to high Reynolds numbers, increased surface roughness decreases lift and increases drag, thus reducing time-averaged hydrodynamic torque on the rotor [54]. The magnitude of this reduction depends on the roughness height, chord position, fouling density and aerofoil shape. Surface roughness increases mixing in the boundary layer and may lead to earlier and longer turbulence transitions along the aerofoil [55]. In addition, as the roughness height increases, the viscous resistance increases due to the higher local velocity shear rate of the blade surface [54]. Impact of biofouling on turbine hydrodynamics depends on the species composition and maturity. Even biofilms as thin as 0.1 mm have been shown to increase skin friction on flat plates [56], while the barnacle heights can exceed 10 mm [57]. Barnacles at such size would cause local flow separation on the turbine blades and thus affect lift and drag components, and even lead to dynamic stall [49].

2.1.4. Particle attachment

The particles that cause fouling are usually in the range of 2 to 10 µm, and the most typical examples are smoke, oil mist, carbon, sand, volcanic ash and sea salt etc. The particle attachment involved in turbomachinery is a two-step process: delivery of particles to turbine surface and particle deposition (attachment). Fouling can be controlled by a suitable air filtration system, and it can usually be reversed to some extent by washing the components with detergent. The adhesion of the particles is impacted by oil or water mist [27], and higher temperatures can negatively affect the deposition problem by increasing the stickiness of the particles [58].

Particle clouds from volcanic eruptions are one of the most dangerous environments for aircraft engines, and several incidents were found related to engine operations in volcanic ash cloud environments. An example of dust and volcanic ash deposition on the high-pressure turbine vanes is shown in Figure 8 (a), and the effect of particle diameter on deposition velocity (deposition rate normalized to airflow particle concentration) is illustrated in Figure 8 (b). The deposition velocity was calculated from particle delivery model that utilise the concave (pressure) surface at trailing edge of the first stator vanes in large utility turbine [60].

2.2. Subtractive processes
The word "erosion" is from the Greek word "erodere" and is defined as surface destruction and material removal by external mechanical forces of multiple impacts generated by dynamic impingements of a liquid on a solid surface (cavitation erosion and water droplet erosion) or of a solid on another solid surface (solid particle erosion). Therefore, there are two types or erosion, namely solid erosion and fluid erosion [61]. We have included foreign object damage (FOD) as a subtractive process and will treat it as an extreme erosive process, although it may not lead to material loss itself, it does lead to lower erosion and component level fatigue resistance. Oxidation, a subtractive process, of the blade materials induced by the high temperature environment has not be found to be a predominant mechanism for influencing leading edge roughness, so is not included in the following sections.

2.2.1. Solid particle erosion (SPE)

For SPE, the influential factors are angle of incidence or impingement angle of particles, size, density, shape and velocity of particles and number of impingements. Particle impingement can cause cutting, plastic deformation or brittle fracture on the surface as well as large-scale subsurface deformations, crack initiation and propagation as well as subsequent material ejection.

SPE can result from fine particle ingestion into turbomachines, such as gas turbine engines as well as centrifugal and axial compressors, [62]. Aeroengines operating in dusty environments are subjected to ingestion of erodent particles leading to solid particle erosion (SPE) of engine blades and a subsequent drop in aerodynamic engine performance [63]. SPE in aeroengines can take place when the plane takes off from a sand-covered runway or at high altitudes where it encounters hail, sand or volcanic ash. SPE can also be accompanied by water droplet erosion (WDE).

2.2.2. Water droplet erosion (WDE)

Water Droplet Erosion (WDE) is defined as the “progressive loss of original material from a solid surface due to continued exposure to impacts by liquid drops or jets” [64]; where, in this case, the liquid is restricted to water and the form restricted to drops. A significant range of detrimental material responses are generated by repeated droplet impingement. These include fracture-based mechanisms of in brittle materials, to unusual ‘fatigue-like’ behaviour and pitting in ductile metals. The response of material is often greatly influenced by the ‘severity’ of the repeated impingements, and the impingement velocity provides a good indicator of severity [65]. The physics of the droplet impingement is such that kinetic energy is not a good indicator of erosion severity unlike SPE.

Rain erosion, or WDE, of turbofan blades, has been of growing interest to the aeronautics community recently [66]. This phenomenon leads directly to the loss of thrust and a decline in engine performance and increases the risk of flutter [65, 67]. WDE is also commonly seen in steam turbine and wind turbine blades, as shown in Figure 9. Over a number of cycles, the leading edge is roughened and their profile (form) changed. For steam turbine, WDE shortens the chord length of the blades, resulting in a larger gap between the trailing edge of the blades and the turbine housing, and a consequent reduction in the output energy and overall efficiency of the turbine.

WDE can clean away the additive processes mentioned above, i.e. insect, particle attachment. This leads to an antagonistic process and smoothing of the surface where WDE interactions with SPE can lead to synergistic processes and increase roughness and material removal.
2.2.1. Cavitation erosion (CE)

During the CE process, microjets at 200-300 ms$^{-1}$ are formed by asymmetric implosion of cavitation bubbles on to a solid surface, generating high impact pressure (albeit on a smaller scale areas (tens of μm) compared to droplet impacts (hundreds of μm)) and stress waves [70]. The performance of materials shows similarity under the WDE and CE tests and CE is proposed as a screening process for WDE [71, 72]. Cavitation is usually defined as the generation of cavities and the subsequent dynamic behaviours that occurs when a liquid is subjected to a sufficient pressure drop [73]. It has been widely used in sonochemistry, biomedical, environmental science and many other fields [74] due to the high temperature and pressure [75, 76], light emission [77], shock wave [78], micro jet [79] and the resulting biochemical effects [80] caused by cavitation bubbles. However, cavitation erosion is also a major failure mechanism for many fluid machinery components. In a recent paper [81], the influencing factors of ultrasonically induced cavitation intensity are found to be complex and related to the surrounding liquid environment, ultrasonic frequency and pressure and bubble size.

2.2.2. Foreign object damage (FOD)

Foreign object debris refers to any object located in and around an airport (especially on the runway and the taxiway) that can damage the aircraft or harm air-carrier personnel [82]. The most common foreign object debris examples include twisted metal strips, stones, components and plastic products detached from aircraft or vehicles. Foreign object debris can pose safety risks to aircraft and significant economic losses to airlines [83]. In 2009, the well-known incident of US Airways flight 1549 that loss thrust in both engines was caused by a flock of Canada geese. Moreover, the direct economic loss due to foreign object damage (FOD) is conservatively estimated to be 3 ~ 4 billion USD per year [83, 84]. As suggested by [85], FOD is a prime cause for maintenance and repair in aircraft engines due to its influence on the high-cycle fatigue properties of key engine components. Bird strikes are the most common cause of in-flight FOD and turbofan engines experience more severe FOD incidents on the ground than in-flight condition.

For rotor machinery elements, FOD induced by hard body impacting on fan blades can result in immediate blade fracture or damage from stress-raising notches [86, 87] or cracks [88], significant deformation and even loss of complete blades. In a recent study on Ti6Al4V alloy [88], where FOD was simulated by high-velocity impacts of steel shot on a flat surface, a fatigue life reduction was reported and associated with microcracks generated in the pile-up of material around the impact crater rim, which act as preferred sites for the premature initiation of fatigue cracks. Peters et al. [88] found that crack initiation in the vicinity of FOD occurs at cycle lifetimes that are orders of magnitude lower than found for un-impacted specimens. High-speed impacts were also observed to have caused microstructural distortion, in the form of shear bands formatted at crater rim by 300 m/s impacts, although it
was not evident that they had any effect on the fatigue life. Shear bands were not observed for lower-speed impacts.

Other work has looked at the damage from high-speed cubes impacting the leading edge of aerofoil specimens. This type of FOD can be characterized as a combination of notch indentation, material loss, material shearing, material folding, heat formation, shear bands and microcracks. All of those characteristics can lead to material fatigue and thus reduce the overall performance of the blade [89]. An experimental study of high velocity oblique impact on carbon/epoxy laminates was conducted by Kristnana, and Figure 10 present the CT scan of the post-impact damages for edge impacted laminates at 200m/s and 350m/s [90]. As the impact angle of the foreign object varies, its influence on the fatigue performance of the blade are also different. Moreover, the residual stress caused by the FOD can also adversely affect the fatigue performance of blades [91].

![Figure 10 Fibre fracture width definition for edge impacted laminates at impact velocities 200 m/s (left) and 350 m/s (right) [90]](image)

3. Turbofan engines

Modern aircraft normally use turbofan engines due to the advantages of high thrust and fuel efficiency when compared to propellers. A turbofan engine generally consists of four sections: the fan, the compressor, the combustor and the turbine; see Figure 11. At the front end of the engine, a fan helps to increase the ambient air flow into the compressor. The compressor, which includes intermediate pressure compressor (IPC) and high pressure compressor (HPC), pressurises the air flowing through the engine before it enters the combustion chamber. The air is then mixed with fuel, ignited and burnt in the combustion chamber. The last stage is the turbine, which extracts work from the high-pressure hot gases exhausted from the combustion system, and powers the compressor stages and auxiliary engine systems.
The operation of modern gas turbines demands ever higher temperatures, pressures and rotational speeds to increase power and efficiency [93]. This ultimately creates a tough environment for engine parts, especially engine blades. These blades are subjected to extreme operating conditions, such as high centrifugal loads, heat, high pressure and vibration [94-97]. Therefore, the manufacture of turbofans employs a range of lightweight, high-strength, corrosion resistant and thermally stable materials. Typically, Titanium alloys are used for the blade material in the fan and compressor sections of the engine, but more recently composite fan blades with titanium shielding at the leading edge have been applied in some turbofan engines. Besides, aircraft engine maintenance is complex, time-consuming, expensive, and has a significant impact on function and safety. Engine blades and vanes are the least qualified parts during engine maintenance. As a result, there is an ongoing need for more efficient inspection procedures [98].

3.1. Intake fan blade

As mentioned above, turbofan blades suffer from various FOD by debris of aircraft parts or external objects, such as volcanic ash, sand, bird strikes or harsh weather conditions (rain, fog or hail) as well as salt spray [99] and organic material [100]. Failures of turbofan blades can affect the thrust generation and eventually resulting in the efficiency drop of the aeroengine [101-103]. The intake fan blades must be able to avoid fracture when birds and other debris are sucked into the engine and strike its blades. Compressor blades can be subjected to the foreign particulate impacts listed above and domestic impacts such as oil droplets and rotor path material, and these have a detrimental effect on compressor efficiency by way of deposition or SPE of gas flow path surfaces.
Ma et al. [104] produced a forensic analysis of rain erosion damage of the leading edges of two ex-service Ti-6Al-4V fan blades from different aeroengines with respect to the microstructure, morphology and impact conditions to examine the WDE damage mechanisms on the leading edges and their evolution. This work shows the rain erosion process develops with increasing impact velocity, see Figure 13. At M (moderate speed) and H (high speed) zones, shown in Figure 12, ‘canyon’-like morphology starts to form on both blades due to significantly increased material loss. However, more prominent ‘canyon’ features are observed on Blade 2 leading edge with steeper ‘peaks’ and deeper ‘valleys’, as shown in Figure 13 - 2H1 and 2H3. The severity of the rain erosion damage decreases after the H3 zone towards the tip of the blade (H6 zone) at both leading edges. This is attributable to the shielding effect of the fan blade casing and flow field at the blade tip. The impact velocity was assumed to be
proportional to the blade radius. Hence, the corresponding impact velocity for each site of the leading edges is computed and listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Impact of velocity at each site of the leading edges [104]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact velocity / m·s(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Root side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More significant increase of WDE damage was observed in the velocity range of 286 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\) to 348 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\).

![Figure 14 Comparison of cross-sectional profiles of ex-service turbofan leading edges [104]](image1)

Figure 14 Comparison of cross-sectional profiles of ex-service turbofan leading edges [104]

More significant increase of WDE damage was observed in the velocity range of 286 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\) to 348 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\). The relationship between volume loss and linear velocity for this velocity range was found to be:

\[
\frac{v_2}{v_1} \propto \left(\frac{V_2}{V_1}\right)^{8.15}
\]

where \(v\) is the relative volume loss and \(V\) is impact velocity. The erosion volume loss exhibits significant sensitivity to the impact velocity, that the erosion volume loss is found to be proportional to the 8.15 powers on impact velocity.

Cross-sectional observations on the leading edge specimens shown in Figure 14 can further verify the relation shown in Eq. (1). Comparison of Blade 1 and Blade 2 cross-sections reveals that the rain erosion damage initiates at the highest curvature of the leading edge profile, as shown in Figure 14- 2L1. The affected zone is then expanded with increasing impact velocity. The severity of material removal increases significantly for impact velocity over 246 m\(\text{s}^{-1}\). The whole tip of the leading edge was removed in 2M2, 2H1 and 2H3. The paper summarises the development of roughness and flattening of the leading edge using Figure 15. This schematic figure was informed by multiple cross-sections and SEM analysis of the damaged blade at multiple locations on each blade.
The evolution of rain erosion at the leading edge of Ti-6Al-4V turbofan blades is demonstrated with a series of cross-sectional blade profiles shown in Figure 15.

a) The initiation of rain erosion occurs at the highest curvature of the leading edge profile. The intergranular fracture observed in the early stages of WDE can be attributed to the high anisotropic behaviour of α-grains in Ti-6Al-4V blade material under water-hammer pressure.

b) Followed by the initial short and high pressure compressible stage of impact, the shear stress due to the activation of the lateral outflow jetting leads to the formation of cracks and erosion craters. Subsequently, the WDE damage area expands.

c) Erosion craters are broadened and deepened by a combination effect of lateral outflow jetting and hydraulic penetration, resulting in a ‘canyon’-like morphology at the leading edge surface.

d) Such mechanism is aggravated by the droplets impinging at over 246 m s$^{-1}$, and the increased maximum erosion rate fashions the ‘canyon’ with steep sides ‘cliffs’ and deep ‘valleys’, as well as re-entrant features that exhibit a finger-like cross-section.

e) The ‘peaks’ of the ‘canyon’ are eventually removed by the ‘cantilever’ mechanism.

It was found that the primary mechanism for material removal in the advanced stages of rain droplets erosion at supersonic impact velocity is the process of hydraulic penetration (tunneling, and upheaval of the overlying materials) due to the effect induced by repetitive droplet impingements. The presence of nano-size cavities observed at the leading edge of the ex-service fan blade indicates the action of hydraulic penetration. Cavities of this nano scale have not been reported in laboratory based WDE studies to date [104, 105], which might suggest slight differences in droplet / solid behaviour in service.

3.2. Compressor blade

The degradation of the leading edge of a compressor blade in an aircraft engine during service has a disproportionate effect on compressor efficiency. Wilshee [106] tested compressor blades with roughness imposed onto discrete regions and found that applying roughness over the leading edge and the first 4% of the chord (for blade nomenclature see Figure 16) increased the aerodynamic losses by

Figure 15 Evolution of rain erosion at the leading edge of Ti-6Al-4V turbofan blades [104]
approximately a half of that observed when the entire blade was roughened. This is attributed to the boundary layer around the leading edge being much smaller and the roughness, therefore, will have a larger effect. Goodhand and Miller [107] tested compressor blade with different leading edges to demonstrate their sensitivity to blade geometry. They found that premature flow turbulence and associated losses caused by circular leading edges could be offset by a 3:1 elliptical leading edge. Similar or even larger changes to leading geometry may occur in service due to either additive or subtractive processes (i.e. erosion or deposition) [108].

Walton et al [108] presented a study that focused on the leading edges of the rotor blades from a single engine; measurements were taken from one blade from each row of the IPC and one from each row of the HPC. This allowed him to study leading edge of different sizes as well as different levels of degradation. Walton detailed an automated technique for roughness of the leading edge characterisation in terms of areal parameters and the spatial distribution of peaks in this characteristic roughness.
Figure 17 shows the spatial distribution details of leading edge peak roughness of the IPC, as well as regions of profile flattening (increased fitted radius) due to erosion of the leading edge. Walton presented a single field image for each blade to illustrate typical features of the surface character and geometry. IPC1 is seen to show essentially uniform roughness with the highest mean value in the IPC only exceeded in the compressor as a whole by that of HPC2. This pattern was attributed to particulates entering the compressor that have not yet been subjected to any significant fragmentary or centrifugal action, and were therefore relatively large and uniformly distributed. Before the start of deposition at IPC7 (see Figure 17), only the effects of erosion were characterised in the results. This work concluded that spatial characterisations could indicate the leading edge regions that are most susceptible to in-service damage and, therefore, useful to inform designers on locations to consider applying coatings. In addition, they show that peak wear and roughness are not uniformly correlated. The authors also state, uncertainty remains as to the length scale at which degradation features should be segregated for characterisation as changes in geometry or surface roughness [108].

A recent paper, has investigated the surface roughness of rotor blades of a compressor from different stages of an axial high-pressure compressor and a first stage BLISK (Blade–Integrated–DisK) of a regional aircraft engine, see Figure 18. Measurements by a three-dimensional laser scanning microscope found the largest roughness height in the first stage followed by the centre stage and the last stage of the compressor. Basic types of roughness structures were identified as impacts as round depressions of different sizes, depositions isotropically distributed single elements with steep flanks in different size and anisotropic roughness structures. Although the anisotropic structures can only be detected at the leading edge of a single blade in the first stage of a medium-sized engine. These structures are oriented at an angle ranging from 45° to 90° normal to the flow direction and are the result of leakage oil and flow particles. These structures lead to a higher equivalent sand grain roughness ($k_s$) magnitude, which is not detectable in the standard roughness parameters ($R_a$, $R_q$ and $R_z$). On the pressure side, the highest roughness is detected at the leading edge, identified as a mix of erosion, impacts and depositions [109].

![Figure 18](image-url)

*Figure 18 Examples of single-blade roughnesses from a high-pressure compressor of a mid-size aircraft engine from different stages and measurement positions. The size of the measurement area is 0.890 mm by 1.280 mm [109].*
Compressor rotor degradation caused by fouling (adherence of particulates) has been extensively investigated and recently reviewed [27]. The authors noted that fouling is primarily the result of deposition of 10 µm to sub-micron sized particles by a diffusion mechanism, with smaller particles in that range predominating the process. The wetness of particles or surfaces increases the probability and possible size of particle adhesion. In addition, the elevated temperature seen in the HPC is considered to increase the stickiness and thus the probability of particulates adhesion. Fouling degradation provides the opportunity for partially or fully recovery of surface integrity through detergent washing, as documented by [99, 110].

Helicopter engines suffer blade roughening and damage (SPE), particularly in sandy environments. For example, in the first Gulf War, the severity of damage to unprotected Chinook engines led to rejection rates of 20 to 40 engines per 1000 flight hours. Compressor blades are more severely affected by hard quartz particle damages, with blunted leading and trailing edges and pitted pressure surfaces. While the turbine blades are subject to heavy accumulation of molten deposits due to impurities solidifying on film cooled surfaces [111].

3.3. Repair and protection strategies

Leading edge repair of fan and compressor blades can include blending of the leading edges, profile re-contouring by adaptive milling, salvaging FOD blade by hot forming and patch repair, repair with EB welded inserts [112].

Fan blade protection is used where economically beneficial. One example is the so called BlackGold® coating (multilayered PVD nanostructured coating) being used by Delta Airlines in USA [3]. Compressor blade coatings can use PVD (Ti, Al) N or TiN (Pt) coatings (SCT 1993) or ZrN [113].

Turbine blade leading edges are equally important to engine performance. Hamed and Tabakoff presented experimental results for blade and coating material erosion showing that both erosion rate and surface roughness increase with increasing impact velocities and impingement angles of eroding particles, and larger particles produce higher surface roughness. Predictions based on the computed particle trajectories and experimental characterization of coated blade material indicates a narrow band of high erosion at the leading edge of the blade and an increase in pressure surface erosion toward the trailing edge, see Figure 19 [100].

Mechanisms of degradation and erosion of the thermal barrier coating (TBC) were reviewed by Wellman [114]. It should be noted that the TBCs on turbine blades are repairable [115], and a review of the existing techniques for removing and repairing of damaged TBC is presented by Yang [116] with the focus on the ceramic topcoats. The review shows that there is no universal method that is applicable to all coating systems. The selection of the coating removal and repair process must be specific to damaged coating systems, based on their composition, type of damage and available resources. For repair to TBCs the review shows plasma spraying or using a chemical paste are the techniques available and therefore will control the roughness of the repaired turbine blade. Blades that have been reprofiled, blended, coated, surface treated, weld overlayed or laser cladded their leading edge roughness will be determined by these processes and may well differ from the original edge roughness. Hence repaired blades will behave differently aerodynamically as well as have different mechanical properties that will affect damage tolerance and fatigue strength.
4. Gas turbines

As mentioned in [117], WDE is also seen in compressor blades of gas turbines where the inlet air is cooled (fog cooling) to maximize air density (intake air mass) and thereby increase the power output of the turbine and the efficiency of the unit [118]. Although this method was proven to be effective, droplets are observed to cause severe damage to the leading edge of the compressor blades [119], as illustrated in Figure 20. This damage causes vibrations, which in turn increases the loss in the efficiency and results in serious fatigue damage [105].

The literature shows that the impact of whole turbine blade roughness cannot be ignored as it interacts with the boundary layer and affects aerodynamic losses. Yao et al. [120] at Tsinghua University found that the roughness effect induced by off-design incidences (i.e. deposition of the TBC) is highly
significant, but the influence of Reynolds number is less significant. Wen et al [121] indicate that rough blades change the development of vortex shedding and increase the aerodynamic loss comparing with smooth ones. However, there is limited work dealing with the effect of surface roughness on boundary layer development [122]. Bammert and Sandstede [123] show that sand grain surface roughness on the turbine blade with a roughness-to-cord ratio (Ks/C) ranging from $10^{-3}$ to $10^{-2}$ can decrease stage efficiency by 7 to 14 % compared to smooth blades. Boynton et al. [124] found that decreasing the blade surface roughness from 10.2 $\mu$m to 0.76 $\mu$m causes a 2.5 % increase in efficiency of a high pressure fuel turbo pump for a rocket engine. Yun et al. [125] found that the normalized efficiency decreased by 11% with roughness of 400 $\mu$m on stator blades only, and 8% with roughness on the rotor blades only, and 19% decrease with roughness present on both the stator and rotor blades. Boyle et al [126, 127] showed that the effect of roughness on turbine blades is a function of Reynolds number. Denton [128] noted that low roughness has no effect on boundary layer at low Reynolds numbers, and aerodynamic losses become significant at high Reynolds numbers. Montis et al. [129, 130] found that with the presence of roughness on blade surface, the boundary layer upstream of the separation point will become thinner, therefore losses become significant at high Reynolds numbers. Suder et al. [131] found that the roughness distribution at the blade leading edge and in the front half of the suction surface contributed to most of the aerodynamic loss. Roughness on these regions accounted for more than 70% of the performance degradation found in fully coated blades with a surface finish of 2.5–3.2 $\mu$m (rms).

Fouling in gas turbines is caused by airborne contaminants which, under certain conditions, adhere to aerodynamic surfaces upon impact is one of the principal degradation mechanisms in the compressor section of heavy-duty gas turbines. Usually, foulsants in the ppm range, not captured by the air filtration system, i.e., in the range 0–2 $\mu$m cause deposits on blading and result in severe performance drop of the compressor. Therefore, there is considerable interest in determining which areas of the compressor aerofoils are affected by these contaminants as a function of the location of the power unit. Work by Suman et al [132] looks at the estimation of the actual deposits on the blade surface in terms of location and quantity. Particle size, their concentration, and the filtration efficiency are studied to produce a realistic quantitative analysis of fouling of an axial compressor. The study combines the impact/adhesion characteristic of the particles obtained through a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the real size distribution of the contaminants in the air ingested by the compressor. The blade zones affected by the deposits are reported by using easy-to-use contaminant maps realized on the blade surface in terms of contaminant mass. In a more recent work, Xu proposed a model for particle deposition in flue gas turbines, and the simulation results agree with the experimental results, see Figure 21.

![Figure 21 Deposition area verification. (a) experimental, (b) simulation [133](a) (b)]
The analysis showed that specific fluid-dynamic phenomena such as separation, shock waves and tip leakage vortex have a strong influence on the pattern deposition. The combination of smaller particles (0.15 µm) and larger particles (1.50 µm) determined the highest amounts of deposits on the leading edge of compressor blades.

The growth of these solid deposits leads to geometric changes of the blades in terms of both mean shape and roughness level, see Figure 22. The consequences of particle deposition range from performance degradation to life shortening to complete loss of power. Due to the importance of the phenomenon, models are being developed to predict the outcome of solid particle ingestion on gas turbine blades.

Suman et al [134] performed a very comprehensive analysis of the available data, using two non-dimensional parameters to describe the interaction between the incident particles and the substrate, with particular reference to sticking behaviour in a gas turbine. They examined historical experimental data on particle adhesion under gas turbine-like conditions through relevant dimensional quantities (e.g. particle viscosity, surface tension, and kinetic energy). The data were also divided into non-dimensional groups based on particle characteristics and identified impact conditions, with generic thresholds from erosion to deposition and from fragmentation to spattering. The relation between $K$ (particle kinetic energy/surface energy) and $\Theta$ (the particle temperature normalized by the softening temperature) represents the basis of a promising adhesion criterion and predictive map of behaviour, see Figure 23.
Brandt and his co-workers reported that in-situ laser repairing (LC) using Stellite 6 onto steam turbine blades (AISI 420 martensitic stainless steel), which suffers from the similar damage as gas turbines, in a power station is feasible and practical using a fiber delivered diode laser and a robot. Figure 24 shows the leading edges of the turbine blades after LC. After one year, the turbine was inspected and the laser-repaired blades showed good performance without sign of damage [135, 136]. However, it should be noted that the repaired blades are thicker than the original blades, which suggests the form of the leading edge was changed.

5. Wind turbines

The renewable energy sources have seen a boom boosted by global efforts to combat climate change, such as the Paris Agreement, with wind energy leading the way.

Figure 25 shows the cumulative global wind power capacity installed over the past 19 years. By the end of 2019, the total global wind power capacity will be 651 gigawatts (GW), with a compound annual growth rate of about 12% over the past five years [137].

Wind turbines can be classified into horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) and vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT) according to the orientation of their main rotor axis. Measured by power coefficient, the current VAWT design lags behind the HAWT counterparts in terms of efficiency, and HAWT held
the major position in wind turbine designs. For lift-type wind turbine, the nomenclature of a typical blade design is shown in Figure 26. This type of turbine are very sensitive to changes in blade profile, design and surface roughness [138].

[Image: Figure 26 Blade aerofoil nomenclature [139]

High rotor efficiency is desired to increase wind energy extraction and maximize wind energy within the affordable production range. However, wind farms are plagued by poor performance compared to manufacturers' forecasts, and capacity factors are overestimated by 10 to 30 percent [140]. One of the main reasons is the change of roughness in blade leading edges, which leads to aerodynamic changes in the blade aerofoil, which has attracted much attention in numerical or experimental studies over the past decade [141-144].

The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method is one of the most widely used wind turbine blade simulation methods to accurately predict the boundary layer and various unsteady flow characteristics resulting from blade leading edge roughness [145-148]. The experiments were conducted mainly using a pre-designed model of the damaged wing installed in a wind tunnel, where the leading edge damages were simulated based on the measurements of ex-serviced turbine blades [149, 150]. In particular, Pires conducted more practical tests in the field to further advance the understanding and modelling of blade surface roughness effects [151]. Both numerical and experimental studies have shown that surface roughness reduces the lift coefficient and increases the drag coefficient of the wing, especially at large angles of attack, leading to serious losses in wind power harvesting [16, 54, 152].

- Icing

Many of the frontier high-energy regions that wind farms seek to exploit, including northern Europe, have warm, humid and desert-like environments that typically provide conditions that are not conducive to turbine blade surfaces [144]. This section will look at those factors impact on wind turbine efficiency.

Wind turbines installed in cold climates can experience problems with ice build-up over their lifetime. Ice build-up on wind turbines, especially on turbine blades, can degrade turbine performance and durability. Continued ice accretion can significantly affect the structural loading of the entire rotor, leading to potentially hazardous conditions. Jasinski et al. identified that even the slight increase in surface roughness from onset of ice accretion could increases the drag coefficient and thereby reducing power production. Field data, wind tunnel simulations and numerical analyses have been employed to describe ice accretion on wind turbine blades. Aerodynamic coefficients and power curves were calculated to study the corresponding loads [153]. The annual energy production (AEP) loss for iced wind turbines is up to 17%, and the power factor reduction at harsh sites is typically in the range of 20 - 50% [154, 155].
Figure 27 Time evolution of the 3D shapes of the ice structures accreted over the surface of the turbine blade model under a typical glaze icing condition of $V_{\infty} = 40$ m/s, LWC = 1.1 g/m³ and $T_{\infty} = -5^\circ C$ [156]

An experimental study was performed in Icing Research Tunnel located at Iowa State University (ISU-IRT) with a typical glaze icing condition that wind turbines usually experience in cold and wet winters, $V_{\infty} = 40$ m/s, liquid water content (LWC) = 1.1 g/m³ and $T_{\infty} = -5^\circ C$. A Digital Image Projection (DIP) - based 3D scanning system was used to achieve ‘in situ’ measurements of the 3D shapes of the ice structures. Four representative instants, i.e., at 50 s, 100 s, 300 s and 600 s, after starting the ice accretion experiment were captured and shown in Figure 27 [156]. Characteristics of the dynamic ice accretion process on the turbine blade model were revealed clearly and quantitatively as a function of the ice accretion time. Quantitative measurements of 3D shape variations in ice structures accumulated on turbine blade models can be used to validate and verify various empirical and theoretical models used for ice accumulation prediction, and the findings from this study will also be very useful in improving our understanding of the potential icing physics associated with wind turbine icing phenomena, which is essential for the development of effective and robust de-icing/deicing strategies specifically targeting wind turbine icing mitigation measures.

- Insects

The power of wind turbines operating in high winds is reduced from 25 to 50 %, which is known as "double stall" or "multiple stall". Corten et al. attribute the occurrence of multiple stalls to the insect attachment, which states that these levels correspond to different levels of insect contamination. Low contamination levels can reduce power by up to 8% of the design value; at high levels, up to 55% can be reduced [41, 157]. Due to the mass inertia of the insect body, the insect can escape from the airflow streamlines and hit the blade if the air suddenly changes direction under the influence of an approaching rotor blade, see Figure 28 [158].

Corten proposed a hypothesis that the insect contamination was accumulated at low-wind speed, which thereby influence the turbine performance in high-wind running conditions. While the angle between the airflow and the blades increases under strong winds, the aerodynamic suction peak (minimum pressure and maximum wind speed of the area) has moved to the leading edge. If the leading edge is already covered with dead insects (from the low wind period onwards), the power output produced will drop. The greater the contamination at the suction peak, the faster the blade stall and the larger the loss of lift power. Therefore, the amount of insect contamination may change after each low wind period and result in different power levels being produced in high winds [41, 157]. The occurrence of stall
caused by leading edge roughness were validated by an experimental testing using stall flagging to compare airflow over smooth blades with that over blades whose leading edges were artificially roughened (by installing a zigzag tape of maximum thickness of 1.15 mm), see Figure 29.
Figure 29 Insects cause multiple power levels from wind turbines. a. Example of two power levels at the same wind speed on different dates. b. The stall flag, consisting of a hinged flap and a reflector. c. Stall flags, showing the separated flow area on an aerofoil. d. Recording of stall flag signals from the NEG Micon turbine in California. The light tracks are produced by reflected light from open stall flags. e. Illustration of the insect hypothesis proposed to explain multiple power levels. f. The two turbines used for the validation of the insect hypothesis; these were only 50 m apart to ensure equal air inflow. g. The power curves for the two turbines with 'rough' and 'clean' blades, which are similar to those in a. [41]

- Erosion

Wind turbine blades are typically made of polymer-based composites, often bonded together. Many failure modes may develop from such a structure [159]. The HaliadeX-12 MW offshore wind turbine prototype in the Port of Rotterdam has set a new world record generating 288 MWh of continuous power in 24 hours and has a rotor size of 220 meters. The large diameter of the rotor allows the tip of
the wind turbine blades to reach a high linear speed range. In existing wind turbines, blade tip speeds of up to 100 m/s are reached [2], which thereby raise the leading edge erosion (Lee) of the blades as the turbine blade surface interacts with water droplets at high speeds [117].

The water droplet erosion (WDE) process on wind turbine blades typically begins with the formation of small pits near the leading edge, which increase in density over time and combine to form cracks and then grooves. Eventually, the cluster of grooves develops into a failure of material integrity, causing delamination near the leading edge [152, 160], see Figure 30.

![Figure 30 Progressive stages: A, pitting; B, cracking; C, cratering; and D, delamination, of the rain erosion on the leading edge of blades [160]](image)

Erosions of the leading edge blades can significantly reduce blade performance, especially in the high speed rotor tip region, which is critical for optimizing blade performance and energy capture is critical. Studies have shown that for mild erosion, drag increases by about 6%, while for severe erosion, drag can increase by up to 500%. This equates to a 25% reduction in energy per year [152].

Effective protection methods that maintain leading edge form and roughness will provide significant benefits. As summarised by Herring, there are following options for protecting the leading edges of wind turbines; including coatings or tape system, erosion shields and integrated erosion shields. However, there appear to be several common failure themes, such as poor adhesion, which drives early separation, and poor manufacturing and application techniques, which introduce defects that lead to the
initiation of erosion [161]. Typically, operation and maintenance costs represent 20 - 25% of the total cost per kilowatt-hour over the life of a wind turbine [162].

Apart from protective strategies, other techniques such as protuberance leading edges [163] and employing artificial intelligence for adaptive control of the performance impact from leading edge roughness are being developed recently. An example was given in Figure 31, that operation and maintenance could be optimized based on the geometry of damaged blades. A comparison between adaptive and standard control is given in Table 2.

Table 2 Annual energy loss controlled through adaptive method [164]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbine</th>
<th>AEP (MWh)</th>
<th>AEP Loss (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>22,191</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaged - adaptive control</td>
<td>20,213</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damaged - standard control</td>
<td>19,987</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 31 Adaptive control based on aerofoil force estimation of leading edge damaged blades [164].

6. Marine current turbines

The oceans provide an attractive renewable resource with the advantage of being predictable many days in advance, stable throughout the day and night, and the energy density is significantly higher compared to wind and solar energy [165-169]. As a result, efforts have been made over the past 20 years to develop tidal turbines, which have now reached the stage of commercialization [170]. However, the performance of the turbine can be significantly reduced by the increasing roughness on the marine current turbine blades [171]. The two main potential performance issues for marine current turbines identified by Fraenkel [172] and Ng et al. [173], including the roughening of the turbine blades due to impact, cavitation or scour due to particulates; and the fouling of the turbine blades by marine growth. They also point out the need for high reliability in view of the difficulty of maintenance in the underwater environment.

The biggest threat is fouling caused by marine organisms, which has a profound impact on the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) due to its impact on the maintenance schedule of turbine blades [170]. Figure 32 presents photos taken just after 6 months after the turbine has been deployed into the sea (Clean Current Tidal Power Demonstration Project), and the scratches on the blades show the thickness of the diatoms [174]. Fouling on tidal turbine blades develops at an alarming rate, whereas tidal energy systems are designed to operate for 20-25 years [170].
Orme et al. investigated the effect of barnacles on the lift and drag coefficients of airfoils covered with idealized and uniformly distributed barnacles. By comparing the results of the experiments conducted in the wind tunnel, it was concluded that as the barnacle size and distribution density increase, the lift-to-resistance ratio decreases and their presence will adversely affect the efficiency of the turbine [175]. Song numerically studied the effect of roughness or fouling on the sea current turbine by CFD method, and the significant decrease of power coefficient and the change of optimal operating conditions caused by roughness were also observed [176]. Walker’s study have shown that the presence of roughness or fouling increases the drag coefficient by 75% and that the lift behaviour in unsteady flow may be very different from that in steady flow [177]. It should be noted that Walker's study was conducted with the barnacle attached to the upper (suction) surface, whereas Song's model simulated the distribution of barnacles over the entire leaf surface (including the leading edge).

7. Marine propellers

The increase in energy consumption of marine systems indicates one or more of the main components that related to the marine efficiency are being adversely effected. These are the ship's hydrodynamic system, namely hull drag, propulsion efficiency and hull-propeller interaction. Such aspects can be resolved in many ways, both in terms of design and operation. Marine propellers operate in a harsh environment, that they can be damaged by impact from floating debris and underwater objects. They may also subject to corrosion and cavitation erosion [178]. They will suffer erosion corrosion in use and biofouling particularly when docked.

From the operational perspective, marine biofouling is a growing problem and even a small amount of biofouling can lead to a significant increase in fuel consumption. It is vital to mitigate its impact on ship’s hull because of its adverse effects on ship efficiency, increased GHG emissions and transportation of harmful non-indigenous species. It is equally important to investigate the level of biofouling on the propeller, and understand their potential impact [179] and accurately model the accumulation of fouling and retrofit it with new antifouling coating. With the increase in computing power, the use of numerical programs is becoming increasingly popular to help diagnose the biofouling problem on marine propeller [180]. Other than biofouling, as the marine propeller operates under high rotational speed and under heavy load that transfer rotational motion into thrust, the huge drop of pressure between the upstream and downstream of propeller surface leads to vulnerability to cavitation damage. The propellers are therefore subject to corrosion, and cavitation erosion [181, 182]. They are may also subject to impact damage from floating debris and submerged objects.

As studied by [183], the pressure on the upstream surface of the blade can drop below the vapor pressure result in the formation of a vapor pocket. The cavitation bubbles form at the area of low pressure, and then flow to propeller of high pressure, causing the vapor pocket explosion; the collapse of cavitation bubbles creates shock waves and hence cavitation noise that also influence the comfort of cruising ship.
The cavitation initially occurs in the region of boundary layer. The cavitation results in different size of pits on blade leading edge which accelerate the erosion and fouling phenomenon and also, the roughened surfaces transfers the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent flow that further reduce the performance and efficiency of the marine propeller [184].

A recent study [185] performed experimental studies to investigate foul release coatings and their cavitation resistance and antifouling properties on marine propeller. Sponges and other soft fouling were found to be easily removed after cleaning, the non-toxic fouling release propeller coating was also resistant against hard dirt. These are necessary to maintain high propulsion efficiency and prolong the life of the propeller.

8. Conclusions

![Blade leading edge roughness paper counts](image)

*Figure 33 Paper count over the past 20 years for key words: blade leading edge roughness (source from web of science)*

There is a growing library of research papers dedicated to roughness and form effects of blade leading edges in turbomachinery, see Figure 33. This review found over 180 papers mainly in the past 20 years. With the majority looking at leading edges of blades from the various stages of aeroengine and gas turbines. There is growing awareness of the importance of controlling roughness and the form of leading edge on other turbomachinery designs such as wind and marine tidal turbines and rotorcraft. However, it has been difficult to be critically review this subject as, until recently, blade leading edges have not had much attention in relationship to their importance in the performance of turbomachines and the subsequent economic and environmental impact they have. Only recently have their importance come into focus through engine test results and modelling. These show a drop in efficiency that increased fuel burn by 1% on commercial aircraft and up to 50% drop in efficiency for wind turbine blades covered with insects. Both additive and subtractive roughness processes on blade leading edges can cause significant drops in turbomachinery performance. From an efficiency point of view, additive processes are typically worse than subtractive processes, as the roughness or even form change is significant with icing and biofouling. Table 3 summarises the dominant mechanisms of roughness variation for individual applications discussed in this paper, with different colors indicating the corresponding severity of the mechanisms for these applications. There are gaps in the current understanding of the additive and subtractive processes that influence roughness and their interaction. Antagonism is reported between additive and subtractive roughness processes and these can result in smoother surfaces (i.e. insect deposition and water droplet impingement).
Table 3 Summary of dominant roughness change mechanisms according to applications (Red: serious, Orange: medium, Gold: light)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Insect biofouling</th>
<th>Icing</th>
<th>Marine biofouling</th>
<th>Particle attachment</th>
<th>Solid particle erosion</th>
<th>Water droplet erosion</th>
<th>Cavitation/corrosion</th>
<th>Foreign object damage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turbofan</td>
<td>Intake fan</td>
<td>Intake fan</td>
<td>Compressor Turbine</td>
<td>Intake fan Compressor Turbine</td>
<td>Intake fan Compressor</td>
<td>Intake fan Compressor Turbine</td>
<td>Intake fan Compressor Turbine</td>
<td>Intake fan Compressor Turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas turbines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind turbine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidal turbine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ship propeller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The literature shows a need for more data from in-service and laboratory rigs as well as predictive models for additive and subtractive roughness and change in form processes and the synergy/antagonism between mechanisms. The range changes of roughness/form seen cover nm to cm level. Measuring the roughness of soft biofouling is a particular challenge and requires non-contact techniques [186]. Also as recent work on fan blades showed, there is still a lack of complete understanding of the subtractive mechanisms or the physics behind them or their interaction with the microstructure/material. Therefore, it is not clear what mechanism should be modelled to allow a prediction of roughness evolution and therefore performance or optimal operating conditions. There also needs to be better monitoring of the service conditions and their consequences on the leading edges and thus performance.

Recent work paves the way where and for machine learning to be used to predict coated wind turbine blade leading edge delamination and the effects this has on aerodynamic performance and what changes in blade angle etc would best capture the available wind energy with damaged blades [164]. To do this more generically, there is a need to better understanding the environment the blades operates within. There is also a need understand the variation of conditions along their length along with the blade material or coated material response to additive and/or subtractive mechanisms and thus the roughness/form evolution over time. This is turn would allow better understanding of the effects these changes have on aerodynamic/hydrodynamic efficiency and the population of stress raisers and distribution of residual stresses that result which influence fatigue strength and remaining useful life as well as inform maintenance/repair needs. The recent, map and root cause analysis of various damage mechanisms in gas turbines is a good start [98], so if rebound or deposition or splash or erosion from particle impacts can be predicted but the resulting topography needs to be generated so research should focus on delivering this and feeding into flow models to predict efficiency/performance data.

To prevent degradation to leading edges there is a need to understand the physics of erosion on surface engineered edges and coated surfaces to control roughness and extend the incubation period and thereby maintain efficiency and extend service life. The ideal coating needs to control roughness and impede material loss to retain the leading edge profile. For blades that have been reprofiled, blended, coated, surface treated, weld overlayed or laser cladded then their leading edge roughness will be determined by these processes and may well differ from the original edge roughness. Hence, repaired blades will behave differently aerodynamically as well as have different mechanical properties that will affect damage tolerance and fatigue strength.
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